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• INN Idea Generation website launched May 2018

• Allows for ongoing submission of project ideas

• Viable ideas submitted before June 8 may be posted for use of AB 114 reverted INN funds
  o INN Staff is currently reviewing submissions
  o Questions and comments will be posted on the Community Forum page
Submission Process and Helpful Tips
What is the problem that needs to be addressed? Please describe how it is related to mental health.

**Tips:**

- Clearly state how the idea relates to mental health
- Avoid ideas that solely fill a need or build capacity
- Consider ideas that change existing practices
- Focus on learning something new or system changes
What is currently being done to resolve this problem in our county and throughout the U.S.?

Tips:
• Search the internet using keywords from the idea
• Check the OC MHSA Plan for similar programs
• Use the INN Regulations as a guide
What is the project idea?

**Tips:**
- Provide a brief, clear description
- Clearly state the target population and services
- Identify possible data/outcomes to be collected
What is new or different about this project idea?

**Tips:**
- State what is unique or different about the idea
- Describe how the project contributes to learning
- Refer to the INN Regulations for guidance
Why is this a concern for OC? What can OC and other counties learn from this project?

Tips:
• Provide a brief description
• Clearly state the project goals
• Clearly list the learning questions
Current Project Opportunity

GREAT IDEA
Early Psychosis (EP) Collaborative Evaluation

Project Description:

• Collaborative INN project led by UC Davis
• Goal: Assess program and cost-effectiveness of EP programs across the state
• Estimated Budget: OC will request up to $2.5M
EP Project: Implementation Plan and Goals

Client level:
Client and/or family enters data on relevant questionnaires or survey tools into app-based platform at baseline and then regular follow up.

Provider level:
Clinician and/or MD can visualize responses on web-based portal for the individual over the course of treatment and share that data with the client during session.

Clinic level:
Program management can visualize summary of responses on portal for:
- All clients in clinic
- In relation to other programs in CA

State level:
Administrator level allows access to de-identified data across all clinics on the app for analysis.
Action Item

Approve plan to join Statewide Early Psychosis Learning Health Care Network Innovation Plan
Questions?
Contact the INN Team!

Email: OCInnovations@ochca.com
Tel: (714) 517-6100
www.ocmhsa.com

Visit the Community Forum page and check the Calendar for upcoming events!